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T here has never been a more pivotal 
time in sales. While our counterparts in 
marketing and support have long been 
reaping the benefits of new technology 

and data-driven discoveries, sales is still struggling 
to break free from the confines of legacy sales tools 
and progress into an era of scientific selling.

These struggles are reflected by Gartner Inc. in a 
recent Sales Force Automation (SFA) report, which 
cites that the most important implementation 
criteria for SFA has evolved from focusing solely 
on potential for revenue growth into a search to 
improve operational efficiencies. As such, SFA 
purchases are typically justified by three key needs:

This guide explores the core issues being faced by 
sales teams today, and showcases survey results 
from some of the companies that have overcome 
these challenges by adopting next-generation, 
scientific sales solutions.

• Sales activity tracking

• Sales forecast management

• 360-degree view of all customer data
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 he survey results showcased in this white paper were obtained from a sample of global 
Base customers from across more than 10 different industries. For many respondents, 
Base either replaced their existing CRM or sales platform, and/or was one of multiple 

solutions considered during the evaluation process.
T
Audience Breakdown

18% of respondents 
replaced Salesforce 
with Base.

What other sales solutions were  
considered when evaluating Base?

Salesforce 49%

Zoho 38%

N/A 25%

SugarCRM 20%

Pipedrive 16%

Microsoft Dynamics 15%

Other 7%

Industry
Other 29%

Software/IT 19%

Consulting 15%

Manufacturing 11%

Financial Services 10%

Media/Publishing 6%

Biotech/Healthcare 4%

Solar Energy 4%

Public Sector 1%

Travel/Hospitality 1%
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In contrast, providing sales reps with a consumer-grade user experience, all-in-one 
sales platform and cross-device capabilities results in up to 100% user adoption. In 
fact, 70% of Base customers report 80-100% user adoption.

Adoption

• Clunky, confusing user interface and experience

• Inability to customize to meet specific needs

• The need for multiple additional point solutions

• Limited or non-existent mobile capabilities

espite the millions of dollars businesses spend on CRM, convincing 
reps to adopt this technology is one of sales leaders’ biggest struggles, 
and its effects are far-reaching. More often than not, teams’ refusals 

to fully and consistently utilize a CRM or sales platform is due to at least one 
of these four scenarios:

D

What percentage of your sales organization 
has adopted and is using Base?

81–100% 70%

61–80% 9%

1–20% 8%

21–40% 8%

41–60% 5%
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Data

s reps refuse to adopt CRM, data capture suffers and valuable 
information is lost in Excel, notebooks and inboxes. The more point 
solutions teams are required to use, the more data gets stuck across 

these disparate systems.
A
How much more sales data  is your team 
able to capture compared to before you 
were using Base?

26–50% 30%

76%+ 29%

51–75% 28%

1–25% 13%

For customers that previously used 
Salesforce, how much more data are they 
able to capture using Base?

26–50% 35%

51–75% 35%

76% 25%

1–25% 5%
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Data

W ith greater adoption comes greater 
data collection. Keeping your  sales 
data in a single platform and providing 

reps with a fast, easy and even automatic way to 
capture this information leads to much cleaner, 

360-degree data. The impact can be seen by 
the 53% of survey respondents that claim to 
have seen a more than 60% improvement in 
sales data quality and accuracy since switching 
from Salesforce to Base.

How much has the quality and accuracy of 
your sales data improved since using Base?

76+% 26%

46–60% 24%

61–75% 18%

16–30% 16%

31–45% 11%

1–15% 5%

How much has data quality/accuracy  
improved with Base for customers  
previously using SFDC?

76%+ 37%

46–60% 32%

61–75% 16%

31–45% 10%

1–15% 5%

16–30% 0%
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Productivity

Please estimate any increase in sales team productivity 
(i.e. the ability to send more emails, spend less time 
manally entering data, etc.) since implementing Base.

46–60% 25%

16–30% 19%

31–45% 18%

61–75% 17%

1–15% 11%

76%+ 10%

E ach time a rep must switch between point solutions, 
manually fill out data fields or sift through notes to 
find a specific data point, productivity suffers. What’s 

more, lack of insight into these and other activities prevents 
management from optimizing efficiencies. 

Next-generation sales platforms can offer valuable time 
savings for sales teams across industries by providing:

These and other time-saving features increased productivity 
by up to 60% for ¼ of Base users, with another 10% citing 
productivity enhancements of 76% or more. 

• Integrated power-dialing,  
   reporting and more

• Automatic call logging and  
  email tracking

• Smart lead scoring and prioritization

• Customizable tags, fields  
   and filters

• Personalized email templates

• One-click activity tracking and 
  reporting
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A s reps manage their sales cycles and data outside 
the CRM, it’s impossible for managers to enforce 
a consistent sales process or understand where 

opportunities sit within the sales pipeline. Unfortunately, 
this is how deals are lost.

When reps all use the same sales platform that 
supports their unique requirements, leaders can 
put an established sales process in place. In fact, 
50% of respondents claim that Base has made a 
significant impact on the structure and effectiveness 
of their sales process. 

As data is collected around this sales process, pipeline 
visibility drastically improves, giving way to deeper insights 
and data-driven process changes that improve forecast 
management and drive pipeline growth.

Pipeline & Process

Gartner Inc. predicts that by 2020, 30% 
of all companies will employ artificial 
intelligence (AI) to augment at least one 

of their primary sales processes. 1

1. Travis, T., Berkowitz, T., & Hansen, I. (2016, December 29). The future of CRM sales technology promises 
new algorithmic and automation approaches (ID: G00319524). Retrieved from Gartner database.
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Pipeline & Process

Please estimate any improvement in 
pipeline visibility since implementing Base.

81–100% 29%

61–80% 25%

21–40% 21%

41–60% 16%

1–20% 9%

61–80% 32%

21–40% 26%

41–60% 26%

81–100% 16%

1–20% 0%

Increase in pipeline visibility for 
customers previously using SFDC:

To what degree has Base contributed  
to pipeline growth?

11–20% 20%

31–40% 18%

51%+ 18%

1–10% 17%

21–30% 14%

41–50% 13%
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Would you like 
to see results like 
those reported in 
the survey?

Visit getbase.com or call us  
at (844) 840-8976.

Contact Us

850 N. Shoreline Blvd Mountain View, CA 94043          (844) 840–8976          www.getbase.com
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